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Abstract

The Directed Steiner Network (DSN) problem takes as input a directed edge-weighted

graph G = (V, E) and a set D ⊆ V × V of k demand pairs. The aim is to compute the cheapest

network N ⊆ G for which there is an s → t path for each (s, t) ∈ D. It is known that this

problem is notoriously hard as there is no k1/4−o(1)-approximation algorithm under Gap-ETH,

even when parameterizing the runtime by k [Dinur & Manurangsi, ITCS 2018]. In light of

this, we systematically study several special cases of DSN and determine their parameterized

approximability for the parameter k.

For the bi-DSNPlanar problem, the aim is to compute a planar optimum solution N ⊆ G in

a bidirected graph G, i.e. for every edge uv of G the reverse edge vu exists and has the same

weight. This problem is a generalization of several well-studied special cases. Our main result

is that this problem admits a parameterized approximation scheme (PAS) for k. We also prove

that our result is tight in the sense that (a) the runtime of our PAS cannot be significantly

improved, and (b) it is unlikely that a PAS exists for any generalization of bi-DSNPlanar, unless

FPT=W[1]. Additionally we study several generalizations of bi-DSNPlanar and obtain upper

and lower bounds on obtainable runtimes parameterized by k.

One important special case of DSN is the Strongly Connected Steiner Subgraph

(SCSS) problem, for which the solution network N ⊆ G needs to strongly connect a given set of

k terminals. It has been observed before that for SCSS a parameterized 2-approximation exists

when parameterized by k [Chitnis et al., IPEC 2013]. We show a tight inapproximability result:

under Gap-ETH there is no (2 − ε)-approximation algorithm parameterized by k (for any ǫ > 0).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of a W[1]-hard problem admitting a non-

trivial parameterized approximation factor which is also known to be tight! Additionally we show

that when restricting the input of SCSS to bidirected graphs, the problem remains NP-hard but

becomes FPT for k.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we study the Directed Steiner Network (DSN) problem,4 in which

a directed edge-weighted graph G = (V, E) is given together with a set of k demands

D = {(si, ti)}k
i=1 ⊆ V × V . The aim is to compute a minimum cost (in terms of edge weights)

network N ⊆ G containing a directed si → ti path for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. This well-studied

problem has applications in network design [38], and for instance models the setting where

nodes in a radio or ad-hoc wireless network connect to each other unidirectionally [10, 57].

The DSN problem is notoriously hard. First of all, it is NP-hard, and one popular way

to handle NP-hard problems is to efficiently compute an α-approximation, i.e., a solution

that is guaranteed to be at most a factor α worse than the optimum. For this paradigm we

typically demand that the algorithm computing such a solution runs in polynomial time in

the input size n = |V |. However for DSN it is known that even computing an O(2log1−ε n)-ap-

proximation is not possible [18] in polynomial time, unless NP ⊆ DTIME(npolylog(n)). It is

possible to obtain approximation factors O(n2/3+ε) and O(k1/2+ε) though [3, 9, 25]. For

settings where the number k of demands is fairly small, one may aim for algorithms that

only have a mild exponential runtime blow-up in k, i.e., a runtime of the form f(k) · nO(1),

where f(k) is some function independent of n. If an algorithm computing the optimum

solution with such a runtime exists for a computable function f(k), then the problem is

called fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) for parameter k. However it is unlikely that DSN is

FPT for this well-studied parameter, as it is known to be W[1]-hard [31] for k. In fact one

can show [14, 22] that under the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) there is no algorithm

computing the optimum in time f(k) · no(k) for any function f(k) independent of n. ETH

assumes that there is no 2o(n) time algorithm to solve 3SAT [33, 34]. The best we can hope

for is therefore a so-called XP-algorithm computing the optimum in time nO(k), and this was

also shown to exist by Feldman and Ruhl [24].

None of the above algorithms for DSN seem satisfying though, either due to slow runtimes

or large approximation factors, and this is hardly surprising given the problem’s inherent

complexity. To circumvent the hardness of the problem, one may aim for parameterized

approximations, which have recently received increased attention for various problems (see

e.g. [5, 8, 11, 13, 23, 26, 42, 44, 46, 49, 59, 62, 21, 4, 37]). In this paradigm an α-approximation

is computed in time f(k) · nO(1) for parameter k, where f(k) again is a computable function

independent of n. Unfortunately, a recent result by Dinur and Manurangsi [17]5 excludes

significant improvements over the known polynomial time approximation algorithms [3, 9, 25],

even if allowing a runtime parameterized in k. More specifically, no k1/4−o(1)-approximation

4 Also sometimes called Directed Steiner Forest. Note however that in contrast to the undirected
Steiner Forest problem, an optimum solution to DSN is not necessarily a forest.

5 In a previous version of this work, we showed that no ko(1)-approximation is possible for DSN in
time f(k) · nO(1). This result in now subsumed by [17].
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is possible in time f(k) · nO(1) for any function f(k) under the Gap Exponential Time

Hypothesis (Gap-ETH)6, which postulates that there exists a constant ε > 0 such that no

(possibly randomized) algorithm running in 2o(n) time can distinguish whether it is possible

to satisfy all or at most a (1 − ε)-fraction of clauses of any given 3SAT formula [16, 48].

Given these hardness results, the main question we explore is: what approximation factors

and runtimes are possible for special cases of DSN when parametrizing by k? There are two

types of standard special cases that are considered in the literature:

Restricting the input graph G to some special graph class. A typical assumption for

instance is that G is planar.7

Restricting the pattern of the demands in D. For example, one standard restriction is to

have a set R ⊆ V of terminals, a fixed root r ∈ R, and demand set D = {(r, t) | t ∈ R},

which is the well-known Directed Steiner Tree (DST) problem.

In fact, an optimum solution to the DST problem is an arborescence (hence the name),

i.e., it is planar. Thus if an algorithm is able to compute (an approximation to) the cheapest

planar DSN solution in an otherwise unrestricted graph, it can be used for both the above

types of restrictions: it can of course be used if the input graph is planar as well, and it

can also be used if the demand pattern implies that the optimum must be planar. Taking

the structure of the optimum solution into account has been a fruitful approach leading to

several results on related problems, both for approximation and fixed-parameter tractability,

from which we also draw some of the inspiration for our results (cf. Section 1.2). A main

focus of our work is to systematically explore the influence of the structure of optimum

solutions on the complexity of the DSN problem. Formally, fixing a class K of graphs, we

define the DSNK problem, which asks for an optimum solution network N ⊆ G for k given

demands such that N ∈ K. The DSNK problem has been implicitly studied in several results

before for various classes K, in particular when K contains either planar graphs, or graphs of

bounded treewidth8 (cf. Table 1).

Another special case we consider is when the input graph G is bidirected, i.e., for every

edge uv of G the reverse edge vu exists in G as well and has the same weight as uv. This

naturally captures the problem variant between the notoriously hard DSN problem on

directed graphs and its undirected counterpart the Steiner Forest (SF) problem. As the

former does not allow any k1/4−o(1)-approximation in time f(k) · nO(1) under Gap-ETH [17],

while the latter is FPT [53, 27, 19] for parameter k, it is interesting to ask what happens

between these two extremes. Bidirected graphs also model the realistic setting [10, 57, 61, 43]

when the cost of transmitting from a node u to a node v in a wireless network is the same in

both directions, which for instance happens if the nodes all have the same transmitter model.

We meticulously study several special cases of DSN resulting from the above restrictions,

and prove matching upper and lower bounds on runtimes parameterized by k. We now give a

brief overview of the studied problems emphasizing the main insights, and refer to Section 1.1

for a detailed exposition of our obtained results.

bi-DSNPlanar, i.e., the DSNK problem on bidirected inputs, where K is the class of planar

graphs: For this problem we present our main result, which is that bi-DSNPlanar admits a

parameterized approximation scheme (PAS), i.e., an algorithm that for any ε > 0 computes

6 Gap-ETH follows from ETH given other standard conjectures, such as the existence of linear sized
PCPs or exponentially-hard locally-computable one-way functions. See [8, 2] for more details.

7 A directed graph is planar if the underlying undirected graph is.
8 Here the undirected treewidth is meant, i.e., the treewidth of the underlying undirected graph.

ESA 2018
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a (1 + ε)-approximation in f(ε, k) · ng(ε) time for some functions f and g. We also prove

that, unless FPT=W[1], no efficient parameterized approximation scheme (EPAS) exists,

i.e., there is no algorithm computing a (1 + ε)-approximation in f(ε, k) · nO(1) time for

any function f . Thus the runtime of our algorithm cannot be significantly improved.

bi-DSN, i.e., the DSN problem on bidirected inputs: The above PAS for the restricted

bi-DSNPlanar problem begs the question of whether a PAS also exists for any more

general problems, such as bi-DSN. However we prove that bi-DSN does not admit a PAS

under Gap-ETH. At the same time it is not too hard to obtain constant approximations

in parameterized or polynomial time, given known algorithms for SF. When aiming for

optimum solutions however, surprisingly we can show that bi-DSN is almost as hard as

DSN (with almost-matching runtime lower bound under ETH). Thus the complexity of

the in-between bidirected setting resembles that of the directed setting in terms of FPT

algorithms, while in terms of approximations it is more similar to the undirected setting.

Apart from the DST problem, another well-studied special case of DSN with restricted

demands is when the demand pairs form a cycle, i.e., we are given a set R = {t1, . . . , tk} of

k terminals and the set of demands is D = {(ti, ti+1)}k
i=1 where tk+1 = t1. Since this implies

that any optimum solution is strongly connected, this problem is accordingly known as the

Strongly Connected Steiner Subgraph (SCSS) problem. In contrast to DST, it is

implicit from [31] (by a reduction from the Clique problem) that optimum solutions to

SCSS do not belong to any minor-closed graph class. Thus SCSS is not easily captured by

some DSNK problem for a restricted class K. Nevertheless it is still possible to exploit the

structure of the optimum solution to SCSS, which results in the following findings.

SCSS: It is known that a 2-approximation is obtainable [13] when parametrizing by k. We

prove that the factor of 2 is best possible under Gap-ETH. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first example of a W[1]-hard problem having a parameterized approximation

algorithm with non-trivial approximation factor (in this case 2), which is also known to

be tight!

bi-SCSS, i.e., the SCSS problem on bidirected inputs: As for bi-DSN, one might think

that bi-SCSS is easily solvable via its undirected version, i.e., the well-known Steiner

Tree (ST) problem, which is FPT [53, 19] for parameter k. However, it is not the

case that simply taking an optimum undirected solution twice in a bidirected graph will

produce a (near-)optimum solution to bi-SCSS (see Figure 1). Nevertheless we prove

that bi-SCSS is FPT for parameter k as well, while also being NP-hard. Our algorithm

is non-trivial and does not apply any methods used for undirected graphs. To the best of

our knowledge, bidirected inputs are the first example where SCSS remains NP-hard but

turns out to be FPT parameterized by k! Thus in contrast to bi-DSN, the complexity

of the in-between bi-SCSS problem resembles that of the undirected variant (the ST

problem) rather than the directed version (the SCSS problem).

1.1 Our results

Due to space constraints, almost all proofs of the following theorems are deferred to the full

version of the paper [12].

Bidirected inputs with planar solutions. Our main theorem implies the existence of a PAS

for bi-DSNPlanar, where the parameter is the number k of demands.

◮ Theorem 1. For any ε > 0, there is a max
{

2k2O(1/ε)

, n2O(1/ε)
}

time algorithm for

bi-DSNPlanar, that computes a (1 + ε)-approximation.
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Figure 1 A bi-SCSS instance where all vertices are terminals. Left: Black edges show a solution
which takes an undirected optimum twice. Right: The actual optimum solution is shown in black.

As bi-DSNPlanar is a rather restricted special case of DSN, one may at this point

rightfully ask: Should it not be possible to obtain better runtimes and/or should it not be

possible to even compute the optimum solution when parametrizing by k? And could it

not be that a similar result is true in more general settings, when for instance the input is

bidirected but the optimum is not restricted to a planar graph? We prove that both questions

can be answered in the negative.

First off, it is not hard to prove that a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) is

not possible for bi-DSNPlanar, i.e., it is necessary to parametrize by k in Theorem 1. This is

implied by the following result, since (as mentioned before) a PTAS for bi-DSNPlanar would

also imply a PTAS for bi-DST, i.e., the DST problem on bidirected input graphs.

◮ Theorem 2. The bi-DST problem is APX-hard.

One may wonder however, whether parametrizing by k doesn’t make the bi-DSNPlanar

problem FPT, so that approximating the planar optimum as in Theorem 1 would in fact

be unnecessary. Furthermore, even if it is necessary to approximate, one may ask whether

the runtime given in Theorem 1 can be improved. In particular, note that the runtime we

obtain in Theorem 1 is similar to that of a PTAS, i.e., the exponent of n in the running time

depends on ε. Ideally we would like an EPAS, which has a runtime of the form f(k, ε) · nO(1),

i.e., we would like to treat ε as a parameter as well. The following theorem shows that both

approximating and runtime dependence on ε are in fact necessary in Theorem 1.

◮ Theorem 3. The bi-DSNPlanar problem is W[1]-hard parameterized by k. Moreover,

under ETH, for any computable functions f(k) and f(k, ε), and parameters k and ε > 0, the

bi-DSNPlanar problem has no f(k) · no(
√

k) time algorithm to compute the optimum solution,

and has no f(k, ε) · no(
√

k) time algorithm to compute a (1 + ε)-approximation.

It stands out that to compute optimum solutions, this theorem rules out runtimes for

which the dependence of the exponent of n is o(
√

k), while for the general DSN problem,

as mentioned above, the both necessary and sufficient dependence of the exponent is linear

in k [24, 14]. Could it be that bi-DSNPlanar is just as hard as DSN when computing

optimum solutions? The answer is no, as the next theorem shows.

◮ Theorem 4. There is a 2O(k3/2 log k) · nO(
√

k) time algorithm to compute the optimum

solution for bi-DSNPlanar.

This result is an example of the so-called “square-root phenomenon”: planarity often

allows runtimes that improve the exponent by a square root factor in terms of the parameter

when compared to the general case [28, 50, 40, 47, 41, 52, 55, 54, 51]. Interestingly though,

Chitnis et al. [14] show that under ETH, no f(k) · no(k) time algorithm can compute the

optimum solution to DSNplanar. Thus assuming a bidirected input graph in Theorem 4 is

necessary (under ETH) to obtain a factor of O(
√

k) in the exponent of n.

ESA 2018
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Bidirected inputs. Since in contrast to bi-DSNPlanar, the bi-DSN problem does not restrict

the optimum solutions, one may wonder whether a parameterized approximation scheme as

in Theorem 1 is possible for this more general case as well. We answer this in the negative

by proving the following result, which implies that restricting the optima to planar graphs

was necessary for Theorem 1.

◮ Theorem 5. Under Gap-ETH, there exists a constant α > 1 such that for any computable

function f(k) there is no f(k) · nO(1) time algorithm that computes an α-approximation

for bi-DSN.

We leave open whether a similar inapproximability result can be obtained for the other

obvious generalization of bi-DSNPlanar, in which the input graph is unrestricted but we

need to compute the planar optimum, i.e., the DSNplanar problem. We conjecture that no

approximation scheme exists for this problem either.

What approximation factors can be obtained for bi-DSN when parametrizing by k, given

the lower bound of Theorem 5 on one hand, and the before-mentioned result [17] that rules

out a k1/4−o(1)-approximation for DSN in time parameterized by k on the other? It turns out

that it is not too hard to obtain a constant approximation for bi-DSN, given the similarity

of bidirected graphs to undirected graphs. In particular, relying on the fact that for the

undirected version of DSN, i.e. the SF problem, there is a polynomial time 2-approximation

algorithm [1], and an FPT algorithm based on [19], we obtain the following theorem, which

is also in contrast to Theorem 2.

◮ Theorem 6. The bi-DSN problem admits a 4-approximation in polynomial time, and a

2-approximation in 2O(k log k) · nO(1) time.

Even if Theorem 5 in particular shows that bi-DSN cannot be FPT under Gap-ETH, it

does not give a strong lower bound on the runtime dependence in the exponent of n. However

using the weaker ETH assumption we can obtain such a lower bound, as the next theorem

shows. Interestingly, the obtained lower bound implies that when aiming for optimum

solutions, the restriction to bidirected inputs does not make DSN much easier than the

general case, as also for bi-DSN the nO(k) time algorithm by [24] is essentially best possible.

This is in contrast to the bi-DSNPlanar problem where the square-root phenomenon takes

effect as shown by Theorem 4.

◮ Theorem 7. The bi-DSN problem is W[1]-hard parameterized by k. Moreover, under ETH

there is no f(k) · no(k/ log k) time algorithm for bi-DSN, for any computable function f(k).

Thus when considering bidirected inputs, which lie between directed and undirected

graphs, by Theorem 6 the complexity of the bi-DSN problem rather resembles the undirected

variant (the SF problem) in terms of approximations, while by Theorem 7 it resembles the

directed version (the DSN problem) in terms of FPT algorithms.

Strongly connected solutions. Just like the more general DSN problem, the SCSS problem

is W[1]-hard [31] parameterized by k, and is also hard to approximate as no polynomial

time O(log2−ε n)-approximation is possible [32], unless NP ⊆ ZTIME(npolylog(n)). However

it is possible to exploit the structure of the optimum to SCSS to obtain a 2-approximation

algorithm parameterized by k, as observed by Chitnis et al. [13]. This is because any strongly

connected graph is the union of two arborescences, and these form solutions to DST. The

2-approximation follows, since DST is FPT by the classic result of [19]. Thus in contrast to

DSN, for SCSS it is possible to beat any approximation factor obtainable in polynomial

time when parametrizing by k.
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◮ Theorem 8 ([13]). The SCSS problem admits a 2-approximation in 3k · nO(1) time.

An obvious question now is whether the approximation ratio of this rather simple algorithm

can be improved. Interestingly we are able to show that this is not the case. To the best

of our knowledge, this is the first example of a W[1]-hard problem having a parameterized

approximation algorithm with non-trivial approximation factor (in this case 2), which is also

known to be tight!

◮ Theorem 9. Under Gap-ETH, for any ε > 0 and any computable function f(k), there is

no f(k) · nO(1) time algorithm that computes a (2 − ε)-approximation for SCSS.

Bidirected inputs with strongly connected solutions. In light of the above results for

restricted cases of DSN, what can be said about restricted cases of SCSS? It is implicit in

the work of Chitnis et al. [14] that SCSSPlanar, i.e., the problem of computing the optimum

strongly connected planar optimum, can be solved in 2O(k log k) · nO(
√

k) time, while under

ETH no f(k) · no(
√

k) time algorithm is possible. Hence SCSSPlanar is slightly easier than

DSNplanar where the exponent of n needs to be linear in k, as mentioned before. On the

other hand, the bi-SCSS problem turns out to be a lot easier to solve than bi-DSN. This is

implied by the next theorem, which stands in contrast to Theorem 5 and Theorem 7. In

particular, the in-between bi-SCSS problem behaves more like the undirected ST problem

than the directed SCSS problem.

◮ Theorem 10. There is a 2O(2k2
−k) · nO(1) time algorithm for bi-SCSS, i.e., it is FPT for

parameter k.

Could it be that bi-SCSS is even solvable in polynomial time? We prove that this is not

the case, as it is NP-hard. To the best of our knowledge, the class of bidirected graphs is

the first example where SCSS remains NP-hard but turns out to be FPT parameterized

by k! Moreover, note that the above algorithm has a doubly exponential runtime in k2. We

conjecture that a single exponential runtime should suffice, and we also obtain a lower bound

result of this form, even if we restrict the optimum solutions to very simple planar graphs,

namely cycles.

◮ Theorem 11. The bi-SCSSCycle problem is NP-hard. Moreover, under ETH there is no

2o(k) · nO(1) time algorithm for bi-SCSSCycle.

◮ Remark. For ease of notation, throughout this paper we chose to use the number of

demands k uniformly as the parameter. Alternatively one might also consider the smaller

parameter |R|, where R =
⋃k

i=1{si, ti} is the set of terminals. Note for instance that in

case of the SCSS problem, k = |R|, while for DSN, k can be as large as Θ(|R|2) (cf. [22]).

However we always have k ≥ |R|/2, since the demands can form a matching in the worst

case. It is interesting to note that all our algorithms for DSN have the same running time

for parameter |R| as for parameter k. That is, we may set k = |R| in Theorem 1, 4, and 6.

1.2 Our techniques

It is already apparent from the above exposition of our results, that understanding the

structure of the optimum solution is a powerful tool when studying DSN and its related

problems (see Table 1). This is also apparent when reading the literature on these problems,

and we draw some of our inspiration from these known results, as described below.

ESA 2018
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Table 1 Summary of achievable runtimes for DSN and SCSS when parameterizing by k. Some
of the previous results are implicit and, in the papers, are rather stated for the case when the input
graphs are restricted to the same class as the optimum solutions. Non-bracketed reference numbers
refer to theorems of this paper.

algorithms lower bounds

problem approx. runtime ref. approx. runtime ref.

DSN – nO(k) [24] – f(k) · no(k) [31]

DSN O(k
1
2

+ε) nO(1) [9] k
1
4

−o(1) f(k) · nO(1) [17]

DSNTW: ω – 2O(kω log ω) · nO(ω) [27] – f(k, ω) · no(ω) [27]

bi-DSNPlanar 1 + ε max{2k2O(1/ε)

, n2O(1/ε)

} 1 1 + ε f(ε, k) · no(
√

k) 3

bi-DSNPlanar – 2O(k3/2 log k) · nO(
√

k) 4 – f(k) · no(
√

k) 3

DSNPlanar – nO(k) [24] – f(k) · no(k) [14]

bi-DSN – nO(k) [24] – f(k) · no(k/ log k) 7

bi-DSN 2 2O(k log k) · nO(1) 6 α ∈ Θ(1) f(k) · nO(1) 5

bi-DSN 4 nO(1) 6 α ∈ Θ(1) nO(1) 2

SCSS – nO(k) [24] – f(k) · no(k/ log k) [14]

SCSS 2 3k · nO(1) [13] 2 − ε f(k) · nO(1) 9

SCSSPlanar – 2O(k) · nO(
√

k) [14] – f(k) · no(
√

k) [14]

bi-SCSS – 2O(2k2
−k) · nO(1) 10 – 2o(k) · nO(1) 11

For our approximation scheme for bi-DSNPlanar, we generalize the insights on the

structure of optimum solutions to the classical Steiner Tree (ST) problem for our main

result in Theorem 1. For the ST problem, an undirected edge-weighted graph is given together

with a terminal set R, and the task is to compute the cheapest tree connecting all k terminals.

For the ST problem only polynomial time 2-approximations were known [30, 60], until it

was taken into account [36, 56, 63, 58] that any optimum Steiner tree can be decomposed

into so-called full components, i.e., subtrees for which exactly the leaves are terminals. If a

full component contains only a small subset of size k′ of the terminals, it is the solution to

an ST instance, for which the optimum can be computed efficiently in time (2 + δ)k′ · nO(1)

for any constant δ > 0 using the algorithm of Mölle et al. [53]. A fundamental observation

proved by Borchers and Du [6] is that for any k′ there exists a solution to ST of cost at

most 1 + 1
⌊log2 k′⌋ times the optimum, in which every full component contains at most k′

terminals. Thus setting k′ = 21/ε for some constant ε > 0, all full-components with at most

21/ε terminals can be computed in polynomial time, and among them exists a collection

forming a (1 + ε)-approximation. The key to obtain approximation ratios smaller than

2 for ST is to cleverly select a good subset of all computed full-components. This is for

instance done in [7] via an iterative rounding procedure, resulting in an approximation ratio

of ln(4) + ε < 1.39, which currently is the best one known.

Our main technical contribution is to generalize the Borchers-Du [6] Theorem to the

bi-DSNPlanar problem. In particular, to obtain our approximation scheme of Theorem 1,

we employ a similar approach by decomposing a bi-DSNPlanar solution into sub-instances,

each containing a small number of terminals. As bi-DSNPlanar is W[1]-hard by Theorem 3,

we cannot hope to compute optimum solutions to each sub-instance as efficiently as for ST.
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However, we provide an XP-algorithm with runtime 2O(k3/2 log k) · nO(
√

k) for bi-DSNPlanar

in Theorem 4. Thus if every sub-instance contains at most 21/ε terminals, each can be

solved in n2O(1/ε)

time, and this accounts for the “non-efficient” runtime of our approximation

scheme. Since we allow runtimes parameterized by k, we can then exhaustively search for

a good subset of precomputed small optimum solutions to obtain a solution to the given

demand set D. For the latter solution to be a (1 + ε)-approximation however, we need to

generalize the Borchers-Du [6] Theorem for ST to bi-DSNPlanar (see Theorem 13 for the

formal statement). This constitutes the bulk of the work to prove Theorem 1.

For our exact algorithms for bi-DSNPlanar and bi-SCSS, we note that also from a

parameterized point of view, understanding the structure of the optimum solution to DSN

has lead to useful insights in the past. We will leverage one such recent result by Feldmann

and Marx [27]. In [27] the above mentioned standard special case of restricting the patterns of

the demands in D is studied in depth. The result is a complete dichotomy over which classes

of restricted patterns define special cases of DSN that are FPT and which are W[1]-hard

for parameter k. The high-level idea is that whenever the demand patterns imply optimum

solutions of constant treewidth, there is an FPT algorithm computing such an optimum. In

contrast, the problem is W[1]-hard whenever the demand patterns imply the existence of

optimum solutions of arbitrarily large treewidth. The FPT algorithm from [27] lies at the

heart of all our positive results, and therefore shows that the techniques developed in [27] to

optimally solve special cases of DSN can be extended to find (near-)optimum solutions for

other W[1]-hard special cases as well. It is important to note that the algorithm of [27] can

also be used to compute the cheapest solution of treewidth at most ω, even if there is an

even better solution of treewidth larger than ω (which might be hard to compute). Formally,

the result leveraged in this paper is the following.

◮ Theorem 12 (implicit in Theorem 5 of [27]). If K is the class of graphs with treewidth at

most ω, then the DSNK problem can be solved in time 2O(kω log ω) · nO(ω).

We exploit the algorithm given in Theorem 12 to prove our algorithmic results of

Theorem 4 and Theorem 10. In particular, we prove that any bi-DSNPlanar solution has

treewidth O(
√

k), from which Theorem 4 follows immediately. For bi-SCSS however, we

give an example of an optimum solution of treewidth Ω(k). Hence we cannot exploit the

algorithm of Theorem 12 directly to obtain Theorem 10. In fact on general input graphs, a

treewidth of Ω(k) would imply that the problem is W[1]-hard by the hardness results in [27]

(which was indeed originally shown by Guo et al. [31]). As this stands in stark contrast to

Theorem 10, it is particularly interesting that the problem on bidirected input graphs is

FPT. We prove this result by decomposing an optimum solution to bi-SCSS into instances of

bi-SCSSK, where K is the class of directed graphs of treewidth 1 (so-called poly-trees). For

each such sub-instance we can compute a solution in 2O(k) · nO(1) time by using Theorem 12

(for ω = 1), and then combine them into an optimum solution to bi-SCSS.

Our hardness proofs for bi-DSN are based on reductions from the Grid Tiling prob-

lem [15]. This problem is particularly suited to prove hardness for problems on planar graphs,

due to its grid-like structure. We first develop a specific gadget that can be exploited to

show hardness for bidirected graphs. This gadget however is not planar. We only exploit the

structure of Grid Tiling to show that the optimum solution is planar for Theorem 3. For

Theorem 7 we modify this reduction to obtain a stronger runtime lower bound, but in the

process we lose the property that the optimum is planar.

Our parameterized inapproximability result for SCSS is proved by combining a variant of

a known reduction by Guo et al. [31] with a recent parameterized hardness of approximation
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result for Densest k-Subgraph [8]. Our inapproximability result for bi-DSN is shown by

combining our W[1]-hardness reduction with the same hardness of approximation result of

Densest k-Subgraph.

2 An approximation scheme for bi-DSNPlanar

In this section we prove Theorem 1. Note that since we have k demand pairs, it follows

that the number of terminals |R| is at most 2k, where R =
⋃k

i=1{si, ti}. Henceforth in this

section, we use the upper bound 2k on the number of terminals |R| for ease of presentation

(when instead we could replace k by |R| in the running time of Theorem 1). The bulk of the

proof is captured by the following result, which generalizes the corresponding theorem by

Borchers and Du [6] for the ST problem, and which is our main technical contribution. In

order to facilitate the definition of a sub-instance to DSN, we encode the demands of a DSN

instance using a pattern graph H, as also done in [27]: the vertex set of H is the terminal set

R, and H contains the directed edge st if and only if (s, t) is a demand. Hence the DSN

problem asks for a minimum cost network N ⊆ G having an s → t path for each edge st of

H.

◮ Theorem 13. Let G be a bidirected graph, and H a pattern graph on R ⊆ V (G). Let

N ⊆ G be an optimum bi-DSNPlanar solution to H, i.e. N is planar. For any ε > 0, there

exists a set of patterns H such that for each H ′ ∈ H there is a feasible bi-DSNPlanar solution

NH′ ⊆ G and |V (H ′)| ≤ 2O(1/ε). Furthermore, the union
⋃

H′∈H NH′ of the these solutions

forms a feasible bi-DSNPlanar solution to H with
∑

H′∈H cost(NH′) ≤ (1 + ε) · cost(N).

Based on Theorem 13 our (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm proceeds as follows. The

first step is to compute an optimum solution for every possible pattern graph on at most

g(ε) = 2O(1/ε) terminals. Since any pattern graph has at most 2
(

g(ε)
2

)
< g(ε)2 edges, and

there is a total of 2
(

2k
2

)
< 8k2 possible demands between the 2k terminals, the total number of

pattern graphs is O(k2g(ε)2

) = k2O(1/ε)

. For each pattern the algorithm computes the optimum

bi-DSNPlanar solution in time 2g(ε)3/2 log g(ε) · nO(
√

g(ε)) = n2O(1/ε)

using the algorithm of

Theorem 4. This amounts to a total runtime of k2O(1/ε) · n2O(1/ε)

up to this point. The

algorithm then proceeds by considering each subset H of the pattern graphs, and checking

whether the union of the precomputed optimum solutions to all H ′ ∈ H forms a feasible

solution to the input pattern H on R. As there are 2O(k2g(ε)2
) subsets H, and checking

whether a subset induces a feasible solution can be done in polynomial time, this takes

2O(k2g(ε)2
) ·nO(1) = 2k2O(1/ε)

·nO(1) time. Among all feasible unions the algorithm outputs the

solution with smallest cost. According to Theorem 13 this solution is a (1 +ε)-approximation,

and the total runtime is k2O(1/ε) · n2O(1/ε)

+ 2k2O(1/ε)

· nO(1) = max
{

2k2O(1/ε)

, n2O(1/ε)
}

. Thus

we obtain Theorem 1.

Note that even though the output of the algorithm is a (1 + ε)-approximation to the

optimum bi-DSNPlanar solution, the computed solution may not be planar, as it is the union

of several planar graphs. Theorem 13 shows though that the structure of the optimum can

be exploited to compute a near-optimum solution. We also note that the Borchers-Du[6]

Theorem for the ST problem implies the existence of a polynomial-sized (1 + ε)-approximate

kernel for ST, as recently shown by Lokshtanov et al. [46]. By the same arguments this is

also true for bi-DSNPlanar, due to Theorem 13. We refer to [46] for more details.

◮ Corollary 14 (cf. [46]). The bi-DSNPlanar problem admits a polynomial-size approximate

kernelization scheme (PSAKS) parameterized by k.
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It remains to prove Theorem 13. For this we assume we know the optimum planar

solution N ⊆ G, and first use a standard transformation on N , so that each terminal has

only 1 neighbour, each Steiner vertex has exactly 3 neighbours, and every pair of edges

uv and vu have unique costs. Furthermore, let GN be the graph spanned by the edge set

{uv, vu ∈ E(G) | uv ∈ E(N)}, i.e. it is the underlying bidirected graph of N after performing

the transformations on N . In particular, also in GN each terminal has only 1 neighbour,

each Steiner vertex has exactly 3 neighbours, and every pair of edges uv and vu have unique

costs. It is not hard to see that proving Theorem 13 for the obtained optimum solution

N in GN implies the same result for the original optimum solution in G, by reversing all

transformations.

The proof consists of two parts, of which the first exploits the bidirectedness of GN ,

while the second exploits that the optimum N is planar. The first part will identify paths

connecting each Steiner vertex to some terminal in such a way that the paths do not overlap

much. This will enable us to select a subset of these paths in the second part, so that the

total weight of the selected paths is an ε-fraction of the cost of the optimum solution. This

subset of paths will be used to connect terminals to the boundary vertices of small regions

into which we divide the optimum. These regions extended by the paths then form solutions

to sub-instances to DSN, which together have a cost of 1 + ε times the optimum. The first

part is captured by the next lemma, where cost(G′) denotes the total edge weight of a graph

G′.

◮ Lemma 15. Let N ⊆ GN be the optimum bi-DSNPlanar solution to a pattern graph H

on R ⊆ V (GN ). For every Steiner vertex v ∈ V (N) \ R of N there is a path Pv in GN , such

that Pv is a v → t path to some terminal t ∈ R, and the total cost
∑

v∈V (N)\R cost(Pv) of

these paths is O(cost(N)).

For the second part we give each vertex v of N a weight c(v), which is zero for terminals

and equal to cost(Pv) for each Steiner vertex v ∈ V (N) \ R and corresponding path Pv given

by Lemma 15. We now divide the optimum solution N into regions of small size, such that

the boundaries of the regions have small total weight. Formally, a region is a subgraph of N ,

and an r-division is given by a partition of the edges of N , each spanning a region with

at most r vertices. A boundary vertex of an r-division is a vertex that lies in at least two

regions. In a weak r-division, as for instance defined in [35], we bound the total number of

boundary vertices and the number of regions (it is called “weak” since it does not bound the

boundary vertices of each region individually). For unweighted planar graphs it can be shown

that there is an r-division with only O(n/
√

r) boundary vertices and O(n/r) regions [35, 29].

To prove this, a separator theorem is applied recursively until each resulting region is small

enough. The bound on the number of boundary vertices follows from the well-known fact

that any planar graph has a small separator of size O(
√

n).

We however need to bound the total weight of the boundary vertices, i.e. we need a

weighted weak r-division. Unfortunately, separator theorems are not helpful here, since they

only bound the number of vertices in the separator but cannot bound their weight. Instead

we leverage techniques developed for the Klein-Plotkin-Rao (KPR) Theorem [45, 39] in order

to show that there is an r-division for which the total weight of all boundary vertices is an

O(1/ log r)-fraction of the total weight
∑

v∈V (N) c(v), if the graph has constant maximum

degree. We later set r = 21/ε in order to obtain an ε-fraction of the total weight. Even

though the obtained fraction is exponentially worse than the O(1/
√

r)-fraction for unweighted

graphs obtained in [35, 29], it follows from a lower bound result of Borchers and Du [6]

that for weighted graphs this is best possible, even if the graph is a tree. In contrast to the
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unweighted case, we also do not guarantee any bound on the number of regions, and we do

not need such a bound either. Our proof follows the outlines of the proof given by Lee [45]

for the KPR Theorem. In the following, c(S) =
∑

v∈S c(v) for any set of vertices S.

◮ Lemma 16. Let N be a directed planar graph for which each vertex has at most 3 neighbours,

and let each vertex v of N have a weight c(v) ∈ R. For any r ∈ N there is a partition E
of the edges of N for which every set in E spans at most r vertices, and if B is the set of

boundary vertices of the regions spanned by the sets in E, then c(B) = O
(

c(V (N))
log r

)
.

We here only prove some parts of Lemma 15 (cf. [12] for the full version of the paper).

Proof of Lemma 15. We begin by analysing the structure of optimal DSN solutions in

bidirected graphs. Here a condensation graph of a directed graph results from contracting

each strongly connected component, which hence is a DAG. A poly-forest is obtained by

directing the edges of an undirected forest.

◮ Claim 17. For any solution N ⊆ GN to a pattern H, there is a solution M ⊆ GN to H

with cost(M) ≤ cost(N), such that the condensation graph of M is a poly-forest.

By Claim 17 we may assume w.l.o.g. that the condensation graph of the optimum solution

N is a poly-forest. Consider a weakly connected component C of N , i.e. inducing a connected

component of the underlying undirected graph
9
N . We first extend C to a strongly connected

graph C ′ as follows. Let F be the edges of C that do not lie in a strongly connected

component, i.e. they are the edges of the condensation graph of C. Let F̃ = {uv | vu ∈ F}
be the set containing the reverse edges of F , and let C ′ be the strongly connected graph

spanned by all edges of C in addition to the edges in F̃ . Note that adding F̃ to C increases

the cost by at most a factor of two as GN is bidirected, and the number of neighbours of

any vertex does not change. We claim that in fact C ′ is a minimal SCSS solution to the

terminal set RC ⊆ R contained in C, that is, removing any edge of C ′ will disconnect some

terminal pair of RC .

For this, consider any s → t path of C ′ containing an edge e ∈ F̃ for some terminal pair

s, t ∈ RC . As the edges F of the condensation graph of C form a poly-tree, every path from

s to t in C ′ must pass through e. In particular there is no s → t path in C, and thus there is

no edge st in the pattern graph H. Or conversely, for any terminal pair s, t ∈ RC for which

there is a demand st ∈ E(H), no s → t path in C ′ passes through an edge of F̃ . Thus the

set of paths from s to t is the same in C ′ and C. Since every edge e of the weakly connected

component C is necessary for some such pair s, t ∈ RC with st ∈ E(H), the edge e is still

necessary in C ′. Moreover, for any of the added edges uv ∈ F̃ the reverse edge vu ∈ F was

necessary in C to connect some s ∈ RC to some t ∈ RC . As observed above, uv is necessary

to connect t to s in C ′, since the edges F of the condensation graph form a poly-tree.

As C ′ is a minimal SCSS solution to the terminals RC contained within, it is the union

of an in-arborescence Ain and out-arborescence Aout, both with the same root r ∈ RC and

leaf set RC \ {r}, since every terminal only has one neighbour in GN . A branching point of

an arborescence A is a vertex with at least two children in A. We let W ⊆ V (C ′) be the set

consisting of all terminals RC and all branching points of Ain and Aout. We will need that

any vertex of C ′ has a vertex of W in its close vicinity. That is, if ∆[v] = {u ∈ V (C ′) | u =

v ∨ uv ∈ E(C ′) ∨ vu ∈ E(C ′)} denotes the inclusive neighbourhood of a vertex v ignoring

directions of edges and ∆2[v] =
⋃

u∈∆[v] ∆[v], we prove the following.

◮ Claim 18. For every vertex v of C ′, there is a vertex of W in ∆2[v].
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As the graph GN is bidirected, for any v-u path P in the underlying undirected graph
9
GN

of GN , there exists a corresponding directed v → u path in GN of the same cost. Therefore,

we can ignore the directions of the edges in C ′ and the arborescences Aout and Ain to identify

the paths Pv for Steiner vertices v of N . Thus we will only consider paths in the underlying

undirected graphs
9
C ′,

9
A out, and

9
A in from now on. In particular, we exploit the following

observation found in [20] (and also used by [6]) on undirected trees.

◮ Claim 19 ([20, Lemma 3.2]). For any undirected tree T we can find a path Pv ⊆ T for

every branching point v, such that Pv leads from v to some leaf of T , and all these paths Pv

are pairwise edge-disjoint.

If a Steiner vertex v of C ′ is a branching point of Aout (Ain), we let Pv be the corresponding

path in
9
A out (

9
A in) given by Claim 19 from v to some leaf of Aout (Ain), which is a terminal.

Note that paths in
9
A in may overlap with paths in

9
A out. However any edge in the union of

all the paths Pv chosen so far is contained in at most two such paths, one for a branching

point of Aout and one for a branching point of Ain.

It remains to choose a path Pv for every Steiner vertex v that is neither a branching

point of Aout nor of Ain, i.e. for every vertex not in W . By Claim 18 for any such vertex

v /∈ W there is a vertex u ∈ ∆2[v] for which u ∈ W . If u is a terminal, then the path Pv is

simply the edge vu if u ∈ ∆[v] or the corresponding path vwu for some w ∈ ∆[v] otherwise.

If u is not a terminal but a branching point of Aout or Ain, then we chose a path Pu for u

above. In this case, Pv is the path contained in the walk given by extending the path Pu

by the edge vu or the path vwu, respectively. Note that, as any vertex of C ′ has at most

three neighbours, any terminal or branching point u ∈ W can be used in this way for some

vertex v /∈ W at most nine times. Therefore any edge in the union of all chosen paths is

contained in O(1) paths. Consequently the total cost
∑

v∈V (N)\R cost(Pv) is O(cost(C ′)),
and as cost(C ′) ≤ 2 cost(C) we also get

∑
v∈V (N)\R cost(Pv) = O(cost(C)).

We may repeat these arguments for every weakly connected component of N to obtain

the lemma. ◭
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